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Abstract: With the advancements in web technology and its 

growth, there's an incredible volume of information present 

everywhere on the net for internet users and plenty more data is 

generated on a daily basis. Internet emerged as place for 

exchanging ideas, sharing opinions, online learning and political 

views. Social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, are 

rapidly growing as the users are allowed to post and revel their 

views on various topics, and can discussion with different groups 

and communities, or post messages across the world. In the area 

of sentiment analysis large numbers of researchers are working. 

The main focus is on twitter data for sentiment analysis, that's 

helpful to research the info within the tweets,where opinions are 

heterogeneous, highly unstructured, and are either positive,or 

negative, or neutral.in many cases. In this paper, we provide a 

study and comparative analysis of existing techniques used for 

opinion mining through machine learning approach.  Naive 

Bayes & Support Vector Machine, we provide research on twitter 

data. 

 

Keywords: Machine Learning (ML), Naïve Bayes (NB), 

Twitter, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Sentiment Analysis 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Twitter has been very popular and has grown rapidly. An 

increasing number of people are willing to post their opinions 

on Twitter, as per the current report [1] 336 million active 

users monthly, 100 million active users on daily basis and 500 

million tweets a day that are considered as a valuable online 

source for opinions. But the challenging task is extracting and 

analysing the meaningful insights from Twitter. The natural 

language used to write these contents and the unstructured 

nature of the content adds up to the complexity more and it 

opens new areas for researches like Opinion Mining, 

Sentiment Analysis etc. In important areas like the prediction 

of democratic several events, stock exchange, consumer 

brands, popularity of celebrities, movie box-office, etc. 

Twitter is a purpose of attraction for many researchers [1]. 

“Identifying and categorizing opinions computationally, 

expressed by a portion of text, so as to see the writer's attitude 

for a specific topic, product, etc. is positive, negative, or 

neutral is defined by Sentiment Analysis” [2]. Sentiment 

analysis is applied at different levels starting from a coarse 

level to a fine level. The coarse level sentiment analysis 

controls the sentiment of the entire manuscript or document. 

The fine level sentiment analysis concentrates on the 

attributes. Sentiment analysis is done on sentence-level that 

resides in between coarse level and fine level. In the sentiment 
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analysis process, the emotions present within the text can be 

of two types: Direct and Comparative. The direct sentiments 

in text from are independent from others within the same 

sentence [3]. For example, “that‟s a great smartphone” 

However, the comparative sentiments in the text denote the 

comparison of multiple objects in the same sentence. For 

example, “Bikes are cheaper than the car.”  

II. RELATED WORK 

In current scenario a great amount of research has been 

done in the domain of sentiment analysis. Many studies show 

that social media users may purposefully manage their online 

identity to “look better” than in real life [4], [5]. Other studies 

show that there is a lack of awareness about managing online 

identity among college students [6], and that young people 

usually regard social media as their personal space to hang out 

with peers outside the sight of parents and teachers [7]. 

Students‟ online conversations reveal aspects of their 

experiences that are not easily seen in formal classroom 

settings, thus are usually not documented in educational 

literature. In [8], authors have introduced a hybrid method 

that is a combination of the usage of sentiment lexicons with a 

machine learning classifier for polarity detection of subjective 

texts in the consumer-products domain. In [9], authors have 

proposed a batch of machine learning methods with semantic 

analysis to classify the sentence and reviews of different 

products based on twitter data using WordNet for better 

accuracy. In [10], authors have proposed an automatic 

sentiment classifier to classify reviews of Brazilian TV shows 

into positive or negative category and possessed 90% of 

accuracy 

III. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

A process that automates mining of opinions, attitudes, 

emotions, and views from text, speech, tweets, and databases 

can be called Sentiment Analysis. It includes classifying 

opinions into categories like "positive, negative or neutral". 

There are three levels of sentiment analysis: Document-level 

analysis, Sentence level analysis, and Aspect level analysis. 

Twitter sentiment analysis falls under the category of 

sentence-level analysis. The steps for sentimental analysis for 

twitter data are as below: 
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Figure 1.  Sentiment Analysis Process 

IV. DATA SOURCE 

The source of data plays an vital role in sentimental 

analysis. The three main ways for collection of twitter data are 

as follow: [11] 

• APIs: Two types of APIs are provided by twitter-like 

Search API and Stream API. Stream API streams real-time 

data from twitter while the Search API is used for the 

collection of data using hashtags. 

• Data repositories like SNAP, UCI, and Kdnuggets. 

• Automated tools such as SocialMention, Tagboard, 

Radian6, Simplyfy360, and KeyHole. 

V. DATA PRE-PROCESSING 

The data collected through the above-mentioned tools are 

always raw, because of that mining is a difficult task. It is 

important to pre-process or clean the data before applying the 

classifier. The data cleaning task consist of discarding of 

hashtags and other notations, stop words, emoticons, URLs, 

compression of elongated words & decompression of slang 

words. The pre-processing procedure is as follows. 

• Remove notations like hashtags (#), account Id (@) and 

retweets (RT). 

• It‟s important to remove non-letter data like URLs, 

hyperlinks, and emoticons as only text data are needed. 

• Remove Non-English Tweets. 

• Stop words are removed from the datasets, that makes 

the size of dataset smaller and they play no role in  expressing 

the emotions. Examples are, is, am, etc. 

• Compress the stretched-out words such as Yeaahhhh 

into Yeah. 

• Extreme level of sentiments can extracted from slang 

words as they are nouns or adjectives. Example g8, f9, etc. 

VI. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

The pre-processed dataset has distinct discrete properties. 

In feature extraction methods, extraction of different aspects 

like adjectives, nouns, verbs and later these aspects are 

identified as negative, neutral or positive to detect the polarity 

of the sentence. Followings are some of the widely used 

Feature Extraction methods. 

• Parts of Speech (POS): Finding nouns, verbs, adjectives, 

etc. as they contain a significant amount of sentiments. 

• Negative Phrases: Presence of negative words can 

change the orientation or meaning of sentiment. So, it is 

necessary to consider them. 

• Term Presence and Term Frequency: These features 

denote individual and distinct words and their occurrences 

count. 

• Words and their Frequencies: Frequency counts of 

unigrams, bigrams, n-gram models are considered as features. 

A lot of research is being done on using word presence, 

instead of frequencies for better describe this feature [12]. 

showed better results by using presence instead of 

frequencies.  

VII. ALGORITHM 

A. Training: 

 Supervised learning is an important technique for solving 

classification problems. Training the classifier makes it easier 

for future predictions for unknown data [13]. 

B. Naïve Bayes (NB):  

 It is a classification technique, supported by Bayes‟ 

Theorem with an assumption of independence among its 

predictors. In simple terms, a Naive Bayes classifier assumes 

that the presence of a specific feature of a class is not related 

to the presence of the other feature. For example, a fruit can 

only be said an orange if it's about 3 inches in diameter, round 

in shape and its orange in colour. If these features are related 

with each other or on the presence of the opposite features, all 

the properties sufficiently contribute to the chances that this 

fruit is an orange and that is why it is known as „Naive‟. 

 Naive Bayes model is straightforward to create and 

particularly useful for very large data sets. Along with 

simplicity, Naive Bayes well known to outperform even 

highly sophisticated classification methods. Bayes theorem 

provides the way of calculating posterior probability P(c|x) 

from P(x), P(c) and P(x|c). Look at the equation below: 

 

Above, 

• P(c|x) is posterior probability of class (c, target) given 

predictor (x, attributes). 

• P(c) is a prior probability of class. 

• P(x|c) is possibility which is the probability of predictor 

given class. 

• P(x) is a former probability of predictor. [14] 

C. Support Vector Machine 

Support vector machine (SVM) solves the standard text 

categorization problem effectively; generally outperforming 

Naïve Bayes because it supports the concept of maximum 

margin. The key principle of SVM is to work out a linear 

separator that splits different classes within the search space 

with most distance i.e. with maximum margin [8].  
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If we represent the tweet using t, the hyperplane using h, and 

classes using a set Cj € {l, -1} into which the tweet has to be 

classified, the solution is written as follows comparable to the 

sentiment of the tweet. 

 

The idea of SVM is to work out a boundary or boundaries that 

separate distinct clusters or groups of information. SVM 

performs this task by constructing a group of points and 

separating those points using mathematical formulas. Fig. 2 

illustrates SVM. 

 

Figure 2.  Support Vector Machine [15] 

VIII. EVALUATION OF ALGORITHMS 

From the study of above-supervised machine learning 

algorithms used to perform sentimental analysis, we have 

selected few parameters such as understanding complexity, 

theoretical accuracy, theoretical training speed, performance 

with a few numbers of observations and type of the classifier. 

Understanding complexity means the technical difficulties 

to know the algorithm. Theoretical accuracy is that the 

theoretical measure of how precisely the algorithm can 

classify on the test set data consistent with the provided 

training data. Theoretical training speed denotes how rapidly 

the model will be trained. Performance is related to the 

precision of the algorithm. In general, accurate algorithms 

have good performance. Classifier refers to the type of 

classifier the algorithm belongs to like the linear classifiers, 

probabilistic classifiers, decision-based classifier [16] [17]. 

 

Table 1.  Parametric Comparisons of Supervised 

Machine Learning Algorithms. 

Algorithm NB SVM 

Understanding Complexity Very Less High 

Theoretical accuracy Low High 

Theoretical Training Speed High High 

Performance with small no. of 

Observations 

High Low 

 

Parametric comparison shown in the Table 1, we can settle 

that Naïve Bayes algorithms are the modest and easiest to 

understand and implement, when compared to Support Vector 

Machine. However, it suffers from lower accuracy because of 

its simple Bayesian likelihood hypothesis. Whereas Support 

Vector Machine provides a higher accuracy but it does not 

provision the automated learning of features [18]. 

Though, the implementation accuracy of these algorithms 

extremely depends,on the various factors like domain chosen, 

data source, size of dataset and pre-processing method 

applied on the dataset. 

IX. DISCUSSION 

Sentiment analysis features an extensive variety of 

applications as following: summarizing review, classifying 

reviews and other real-time applications. A large amount of 

applications is possible which may not have been mentioned 

here. It is found that, sentiment classification mostly depends 

on domains. From the work, it is obvious that any of the 

classification models constantly outperforms the other; there 

are distinct distributions in different types of features. It‟s also 

found that different types of classification algorithms and 

features can be put together in an effective way to overcome 

their individual downsides and benefit from other's merits, 

and most probably enhance the classification performance.  

X. FUTURE WORK 

In future more, work is required to further improve the 

measures of performance. There are new applications where 

sentimental analysis can be applied. The techniques and 

algorithms used for sentiment analysis are advancing fast. But 

still few problems of this field remain unsolved. The major 

challenges are faced when using other languages, handling of 

negation expressions; produce a summary of opinions 

relevant to product features/attributes, complexity of 

sentence, document, handling of implicit product features, 

etc. More future research might be dedicated to those 

challenges. 
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